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There are mainly two aims for the **plsRglm** library written by the authors for the R language. The extension of PLS regression to generalized linear models, and for instance to logistic regression models [2], and the need to provide tools to PLS users to deal with incomplete datasets using cross-validation.

These models were successfully applied to datasets of various kindWe will provide six examples of use: PLSR model fitted to a Mixture design dataset (Cornell, [3]). PLSR-multinomial logistic model fitted to a Bordeaux wine quality dataset (bordeaux, [2]) and to a Chemotaxonomy dataset (hyptis from library chemometrics, [5]), PLSR-binary logistic model fitted to a Microarray Colon Cancer dataset (ColonCA, [1]), to a Chemometrics dataset (phenyl dataset from library chemometrics,[5]) and to allelotyping data (aze compl, [4]; Figure 1 features bootstrap distribution of the coefficients of the predictors and Figure 2 balanced bootstrap confidence intervals).
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